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ABSTRACT

A proxy signature scheme allows a designed person,
called a proxy signer, to sign messages on behalf of an
original signer.  Generalizing the concept of the proxy
signature scheme, Yi et al. proposed the proxy multi-
signature scheme which allows a proxy signer to generate
a proxy signature on behalf of two or more original
signers.  In this paper, we first analyze and improve the
security of two proxy signature schemes, proposed by
Sun and Hsieh at IS’99.  Our analysis indicates that these
two schemes suffer from the public key substitution
attack and a kind of direct forgery.  Then we show that
the same attacks on Sun-Hsieh proxy signature schemes
can be generalized to work on Yi et al.’s proxy multi-
signature schemes.  Two proxy multi-signature schemes
are consequently proposed to defeat these attacks.
Finally, we point out that the Sun-Lee-Hwang threshold
proxy signature scheme is also vulnerable to the same
attacks above. An improved version is therefore
proposed.

1.  INTRODUCTION

The concept of the proxy signature scheme was first
introduced by Mambo et al. [1] in 1996. A proxy signature
scheme allows a designed person, called a proxy signer, to
sign on behalf of an original signer.  In [2], Mambo et al.
further proposed a more secure version in which the proxy
signer cannot repudiate the creation of a valid proxy
signature against anyone later.  This property is usually
referred to as “nonrepudiation”.  So far, a number of proxy
signature schemes with nonrepudiation property have been
constructed [1-5].  Part of them are named proxy-protected
proxy signature schemes [2-3] and the others are named
nonrepudiable proxy signature schemes [4-5].  Among
these nonrepudiable proxy-protected proxy signature
schemes, Zhang’s scheme [4] has been shown to be
insecure due to Lee et al. [6].  Recently, Sun and Hsieh [5]
showed that the Mambo-Usuda-Okamoto scheme is unfair

 to the original signer because the proxy signer can transfer
the delegation to others, and that the Kim-Park-Won
scheme is vulnerable to the public key substitution attack
in which an attacker can forge a valid proxy signature by
updating his own public key.  To repair both the Mambo-
Usuda-Okamoto scheme and the Kim-Park-Won scheme,
they also presented two modified versions in [5].

Generalizing the concept of the proxy signature, Yi et
al. [7] proposed a new type of proxy signature scheme,
named proxy multi-signature scheme, in which a proxy
signer can generate a proxy signature on behalf of two or
more original signers.  They proposed two proxy multi-
signature schemes based on the Mambo-Usuda-Okamoto
proxy signature scheme and the Kim-Park-Won proxy
signature scheme respectively.

On the other hand, a (t, n) threshold proxy signature
scheme [3,4,8] is a variant of the proxy signature scheme
in which the proxy signature key is shared by a group of n
proxy signers in such a way that any t or more proxy
signers can cooperatively employ the proxy signature key
to sign messages on behalf of an original signer, but t-1 or
fewer proxy signers cannot.  In [8], Sun, Lee, and Hwang
showed that the threshold proxy signature scheme
proposed by Zhang [4] suffers from some weaknesses and
the threshold proxy signature scheme proposed by Kim et
al. [3] suffers from a disadvantage.  In addition, they also
proposed a new threshold proxy signature scheme, the
Sun-Lee-Hwang scheme in short, to prevent these
weaknesses.

In this paper, we first analyze and improve the
security of the two proxy signature schemes, proposed by
Sun and Hsieh.  Our analysis indicates that these two
schemes suffer from the public key substitution attack and
a kind of direct forgery.  Then we show that the same
attacks on Sun-Hsieh proxy signature schemes can be
generalized to work on Yi et al.’s proxy multi-signature
schemes.  Two proxy multi-signature schemes are
consequently proposed to defeat these attacks.  Finally, we
point out that the Sun-Lee-Hwang threshold proxy
signature scheme is also vulnerable to the same attacks
above. An improved version is therefore proposed.



The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, we analyze and improve the Sun-Hsieh proxy
signature scheme based on the Mambo-Usuda-Okamoto
scheme.  In section 3, we analyze and improve the Sun-
Hsieh proxy signature scheme based on the Kim-Park-
Won scheme.  In section 4 and 5, we analyze the Mambo-
like proxy multi-signature scheme and the Kim-like proxy
multi-signature scheme, proposed by Yi et al.  In section 6
and 7, we further propose a proxy-unprotected proxy
multi-signature scheme and a proxy-protected proxy multi-
signature scheme against forgery respectively.  In section
8, we analyze and improve the Sun-Lee-Hwang threshold
proxy signature.  Section 9 gives a general approach to
defeat the public key substitution attack.  Finally, we
conclude this paper in section 10.

2. ON SUN-HSIEH PROXY SIGNATURE
SCHEME BASED ON MAMBO-USUDA-

OKAMOTO SCHEME

2.1  Description of the Scheme [5]

Let p be a large prime and g be a generator for *
pZ .  The

original signer has a private key os  � 1�pZ /{0} and the

corresponding public key ov  = osg  (mod p); the proxy

signer has a private key ps  � 1�pZ /{0} and the

corresponding public key pv  = psg  (mod p).  Both ov  and

pv  are certified by a certification authority (CA).  Let h( )

be a public collision resistant hash function.  For
simplicity, we describe only the signature verification
process for a proxy signature.

A proxy signature, generated by the proxy signer, on
a message m is a 4-tuple ( KmSignm

p
),(,

�
, wM ), where

)(mSign
p�

 is the signature on m using an ordinary

signature scheme with a proxy signature key p� .  The

validity of the proxy signature can be checked by the
verification equation in the ordinary signature scheme with
the corresponding public key

) mod( ),( pKvvv KMhv
po

wp�� .

2.2  Cryptanalysis of the Scheme
   
In this section, we show that the original signer can make
the public key substitution attack feasible.  First, the
original signer selects a random number k� 1�pZ /{0}, and

computes kgK �  (mod p). Then he selects a random

number a � 1�pZ /{0} and updates his pulic key by ov =

aKMhv
p gKv wp �

�1),( )(  (mod p).  Thus p� = a is a valid

proxy signature key. This is because

 ) mod( ),( pKvvv KMhv
po

wp��

= ),(1),( )( KMhv
p

aKMhv
p

wpwp KvgKv ��
�  (mod p)

= ag  (mod p) = pg�  (mod p).

2.3  Our Improvement
  
Here we present an improved proxy signature scheme to
defeat the above forgery.

Step I (Proxy generation): The original signer first
chooses a random number k� 1�pZ /{0}, and

then computes K= kg  (mod p) and

),( KMhkvs woo �����  (mod p-1), where

wM  is a warrant which contains the original

signer’s ID, the proxy signer’s ID, the
delegation period, the issue time for the
delegation.

Step II (Proxy delivery):  The original signer sends
),,( wMK�  to the proxy signer over a public

channel.
Step III (Verification and alteration of the proxy): The

proxy signer confirms the validity of
),,( wMK�  by checking if the following

congruence holds:
),( KMhv

o
wo Kvg �

�  (mod p).

If it holds, then the proxy signer computes an
alternative proxy signature key

),,( pwpp vKMhs �����   mod  (p-1).

Step IV (Signing by the proxy signer): The proxy signer
signs a message m by using an ordinary
signature scheme with secret key p� .  Assume

that the resulting signature is )(mSign
p�

.  The

proxy signature on m is ( KmSignm
p

),(,
�

,

wM ).

Step V (Verification of the proxy signature): The
verifier computes the corresponding public key
in the ordinary signature scheme:

   ) mod( ),(),,( pKvvv KMhvKMh
p

v
o

wpwo �� .

Then, he verifies the validity of )(mSign
p�

 by

checking the validity of the verification
equation in the ordinary signature scheme with
the new generated public key v.



3. ON SUN-HSIEH PROXY SIGNATURE
SCHEME BASED ON KIM-PARK-WON

SCHEME

3.1 Description of  the Scheme [5]

The system parameters are the same as those in Section
2.1.  For simplicity, we describe only the signature
verification process for a proxy signature.  Similar to
Section 2.1, a proxy signature on a message m is a 4-tuple
( KmSignm

p
),(,

�
, wM ).  The validity of the proxy

signature can be checked by the verification equation in
the ordinary signature scheme with the corresponding

public key ) mod( ),,( pKvvv p
vKMh

o
pw ��� .

3.2  Cryptanalysis of the Scheme

In the following, we show that (i) the original signer can
make the public key substitution attack feasible; (ii) the
original signer can create a valid proxy signature key p�

with respect to an arbitrary user (who has/hasn’t been told
as the proxy signer).

(i)  First, the original signer selects a random number

k� 1�pZ /{0}, and computes kgK �  (mod p) and

),,( pw vKMhe � . Then he selects a random number

a� 1�pZ /{0} and updates his pulic key by ov = ae
p gv �

�

�
1

(mod p). Finally, he computes kaep ���  (mod p-1).

Thus p�  is a valid proxy signature key. This is because

) mod( ),,( pKvvv p
vKMh

o
pw ���  = k

p
eae

p gvgv ��
�

� )(
1

 (mod p) = pg�  (mod p).

(ii) First, the original signer randomly selects a number

k� 1�pZ /{0}, and computes 1�
�� p

k vgK  (mod p).  Then

he computes p� = ksvKMh opw ��),,(  (mod p-1).  Thus

p�  is a valid proxy signature key because

) mod( ),,( pKvvv p
vKMh

o
pw ���  (mod p)= ksvKMh opwg ��),,(

(mod p) = pg�  (mod p).

3.3  Our Improvement
  
In this section, we present an improved proxy signature
scheme to defeat the above forgery.

Step 1 (Proxy generation): The original signer first
chooses a random number k � 1�pZ /{0}, and

then computes K= kg  (mod p),

),,( pw vKMhe � , and keso ���  (mod p-1).

Step 2 (Proxy delivery): The original signer sends
),,( KM w �  to the proxy signer over a public

channel.
Step 3 (Verification and alteration of the proxy): The

proxy signer confirms the validity of
),,( KM w �  by checking if the following

congruence holds:

Kvg pw vKMh

o ��
),,(

�  (mod p).

If it holds, then the proxy signer computes an
alternative proxy signature key

pp s���� ),,( KvMh ow  mod (p-1).

Step 4 (Signing by the proxy signer): The proxy signer
signs a message m by using an ordinary
signature scheme with secret key p� .  Assume

that the resulting signature is )(mSign
p�

.  The

proxy signature on m is
 ( ,),(, KmSignm

p� wM ).

Step 5 (Verification of the proxy signature):  The
verifier computes the corresponding public key
in the ordinary signature scheme:

      ) mod( ),,(),,( pKvvv KvMh
p

vKMh
o

owpw ��� .

Then, he verifies the validity of )(mSign
p�

 by

checking the validity of the verification
equation in the ordinary signature scheme with
the new generated public key v.

4. ON MAMBO-LIKE PROXY MULTI-
SIGNATURE SCHEME

4.1  Description of the Scheme [7]

Let 1A , 2A , …, nA  be n original signers with private key

is  � 1�pZ /{0} and public key iv  = isg  (mod p)

respectively.  These iv �are certified by a CA.

Step A (Subproxy key generation):  For each 1� i �n,
the original signer iA  chooses a random

number ik  � 1�pZ /{0}, and then computes

iK = ikg  (mod p) and iiii Kks ���  (mod p-

1).



Step B (Subproxy key delivery):  For each 1� i �n, the
original signer iA  sends ),( ii K�  to the proxy

signer in a secure manner.
Step C (Subproxy key verification):  For each 1� i �n,

the proxy signer confirms the validity of
),( ii K�  by checking if the following

congruence holds: ii K
ii Kvg �

�  (mod p).

If ),( ii K�  passes this equation, he accepts it as

a valid subproxy key; otherwise, he rejects it

and requests iA  for a valid one, or he

terminates this protocol.
Step D (Proxy signature key generation):  If the proxy

signer confirms the validity of all ),( ii K�  for

1� i �n, then he computes �
�

�
n

i
ip

1

��  mod (p-

1) as a valid proxy signature key.
Step E (Signing by the proxy signer):  The proxy

signer executes the signing operation of an
ordinary signature scheme using p�  as the

signing key.  Assume that the resulting
signature is )(mSign

p�
.  The proxy multi-

signature on m for 1A , 2A , …, nA  is

( nKKmSignm
p

,...,),(, 1�
).

Step F (Verification of the proxy multi-signature): The
verifier computes the corresponding proxy
public key in the ordinary signature scheme:

) mod( 1

11 pKKvvv nK
n

K
n ������� .

Then, he verifies the validity of )(mSign
p�

 by

checking the validity of the verification
equation in the ordinary signature scheme with
the new generated proxy public key v.

4.2  Cryptanalysis of the Scheme

In the following, we show that the Mambo-like proxy
multi-signature scheme is also insecure against the public
key substitution attack that an attacker can forge a valid
proxy multi-signature by updating his own public key.
Without loss of generality, we assume that 1A  wants to

forge a proxy multi-signature on m for 1A , 2A , …, tA .

He first selects t+1 random numbers,

p� , tKK  and ,...,1 � 1�pZ /{0}, and then computes

pt gKKvvv K
t

K
t

�1
121 )(* 1 �

��������  (mod p).  Then he

makes a request to CA for updating his public key 1v  with

*1v  (Note that he may claim that he has lost his private

key).  Thus p�  is a valid proxy signature key and v= pg �

(mod p) is the corresponding proxy public key.

This is because ) mod( * 1

11 pKKvvv tK
t

K
t ������� =

ptt gKKvvgKKvv K
t

K
t

K
t

K
t

��

���������������
�� 1

12
*1

12 )()( 11

(mod p).  Therefore, 1A  can use p�  to generate a forged

proxy multi-signature on an arbitrary message m for 1A ,

2A , …, tA .

5. ON KIM-LIKE PROXY MULTI-
SIGNATURE SCHEME

5.1  Description of  the Scheme [7]

The system parameters are the same as those in the
Mambo-like proxy multi-signature scheme.

Step i (Subproxy key generation): is the same as Step
A except that iiii kse ���  (mod p-1), where

),( iwi KMhe � .

Step ii (Subproxy key delivery): is the same as Step B
except that ),( ii K�  is replaced with

),,( iiw KM � .

Step iii (Subproxy key verification):  is the same as

Step C except that i
e

i Kvg ii �
�  (mod p), where

),( iwi KMhe � .

Step iv (Proxy signature key generation):  is the same
as Step D except that ),( ii K�  is replaced with

),,( iiw KM � .

Step v (Signing by the proxy signer):  is the same as
Step E except that the proxy multi-signature on
m for 1A , 2A , …, nA  is

 ( nKKmSignm
p

,...,),(, 1�
, wM ).

Step vi (Verification of the proxy multi-signature): is
the same as Step F except that

) mod( 11
1 pKKvvv n

e
n

e n ������� , where

),( iwi KMhe �  for 1� i �n.

5.2  Cryptanalysis of the Scheme

In the following, we show that the Kim-like proxy multi-
signature scheme is insecure against a direct forgery.
Without loss of generality, we assume that 1A  wants to

forge a proxy multi-signature on m for 1A , 2A , …, tA .

He first selects t-1 random numbers, tKK ,...,2 � 1�pZ /{0},

and then computes ),( iwi KMhe �  for 2� i � t.  Then he



selects a random number 1k  � 1�pZ /{0}, computes

1K = 12 1
22 )( k

t
e

t
e gKKvv t �

������  (mod p) and

),( 11 KMhe w� .  Let 1s  be the private key of 1A .  Thus

p�  = 111 kes ��  (mod p-1) is a valid proxy signature key

and v= pg �  (mod p) is the corresponding proxy public key.

This is because

) mod( 11
1 pKKvvv t

e
t

e t ������� =

) mod( )( 1221
21 pKKKvvv t

e
t

ee t ������ = 111 )( kes gg  (mod p)

= pg �  (mod p).  Therefore, 1A  can use p�  to generate a

forged proxy multi-signature on an arbitrary message m for

1A , 2A , …, tA .

6. PROXY-UNPROTECTED PROXY
MULTI-SIGNATURE SCHEME

AGAINST FORGERY

Both the Mambo-like and the Kim-like proxy multi-
signature schemes, proposed by Yi et al., are proxy-
unprotected because the identity of the proxy signer cannot
be proved.  In this section, we present a proxy-unprotected
proxy multi-signature scheme which is secure against
forgery.  The system parameters are the same as those in
the Mambo-like proxy multi-signature scheme and we
assume that the proxy signer has a private key ps

� 1�pZ /{0} and the corresponding public key pv  = psg

(mod p).

Step a (Subproxy key generation): is the same as Step
A except that iiiii Kkvs ����  (mod p-1).

Step b (Subproxy key delivery): is the same as Step B.
Step c (Subproxy key verification): is the same as

Step C except that iii K
i

v
i Kvg �

�  (mod p).

Step d (Proxy signature key generation): is the same as
Step D.

Step e (Signing by the proxy signer): is the same as
Step E.

Step f (Verification of the proxy multi-signature): is
the same as Step F except that

) mod( 11

11 pKKvvv nn K
n

Kv
n

v
������� .

Security Analysis:

Without loss of generality, we assume n=2.  Therefore,

) mod( 2121

2121 pKKvvv KKvv
� .

In the following, we show that the public key substitution
attack cannot work here.  Without loss of generality, we
assume that 1A  wants to forge a proxy multi-signature on

m for 1A  and 2A . Let ba gvv .21 �  (mod p), dc gvK .21 �

(mod p), and fe gvK .22 �  (mod p). Then

pg � = 2112121

2
fKdKbveKcKvav gv �����  (mod p) must hold. If 1A

can make the equation 02121 ���� eKcKvav  (mod p-

1) hold, he can obtain p� = 0211 ��� fKdKbv  (mod p-

1).  However, it is infeasible to find a, c, and e such that
02121 ���� eKcKvav  (mod p-1) holds.  This is

because 1v  depends on a, 1K  depends on c, and 2K

depends on e, and hence any change of a, c, and e will lead
to the change of 1v , 1K , and 2K  respectively.  If he fixes

1v , 1K , and 2K  such that they are independent of a, c,

and e respectively, then he must solve the difficult discrete
logarithm problem to find b, d, and f.

7. PROXY-PROTECTED PROXY MULTI-
SIGNATURE SCHEME AGAINST

FORGERY

In Yi et al.’s�paper, they mentioned that their idea can
also be used to construct proxy-protected proxy multi-
signature schemes in which the proxy signer cannot later
repudiate the proxy multi-signature which he has ever
signed.  Similarly, these constructed proxy-protected proxy
multi-signature schemes also suffer from the same security
problems as described above.  In this section, we present a
proxy-protected proxy multi-signature scheme which is
secure against forgery.  The system parameters are the
same as those in the Mambo-like proxy multi-signature
scheme.  Moreover, let h( ) be a public collision resistant
hash function.  Furthermore, the proxy signer has a private

key ps  � 1�pR Z /{0} and a public key pv  = isg  (mod p).

Step (1) (Subproxy key generation): is the same as Step
A except that ),( iwiiii KMhkvs ����  (mod

p-1), where wM  is a warrant which contains

the original signer�ID, the proxy signers’ ID,
the issue time for the delegation, the valid
delegation period, etc..

Step (2) (Subproxy key delivery):  For each 1� i �n, the
original signer iA  sends ),,( iiw KM �  to the

proxy signer over a public channel.
Step (3) (Subproxy key verification):  is the same as

Step C except that ),( iwii KMh
i

v
i Kvg �

�  (mod

p).
Step (4) (Proxy signature key generation):  If the proxy

signer confirms the validity of all
),,( iiw KM �  for 1� i �n, then he computes



�
�

���
n

i
ippp vs

1

��  mod (p-1) as a valid

proxy signature key.
Step (5) (Signing by the proxy signer):  is the same as

Step E except that the proxy multi-signature on
m for 1A , 2A , …, nA  is

( nKKmSignm
p

,...,),(, 1�
, wM ).

Step (6) (Verification of the proxy multi-signature): is
the same as Step F except that

) mod( ),(),(
11

11 pKKvvvv nwwnp KM
n

KMhv
n

vv
p ��������� .

Security Analysis:

The difference between the proxy-protected proxy multi-
signature scheme and the proxy-unprotected proxy multi-
signature scheme proposed in Section 6 is that the proxy
signer’s�public key is included in the proxy public key v,

and iK
iK  is replaced by ),( iw KMh

iK .  Similar to Section 6,

the proposed scheme is also secure against the public key

substitution attack.  Here we also note why iK
iK  is

replaced by ),( iw KMh
iK .  If iK

iK  is used, the resulting

scheme is unfair to the original signers because the proxy
signer can transfer the delegation to others.  The use of

),( iw KMh
iK  limits the transference because wM  indicates

who the proxy signer is.

8. ON SUN-LEE-HWANG THRESHOLD
PROXY SIGNATURE SCHEME

In this section, we show that the Sun-Lee-Hwang threshold
proxy signature scheme [8] is also vulnerable to the public
key substitution attack and a direct forgery.  For
simplicity, we describe only the signature verification
process of the Sun-Lee-Hwang scheme.

Let p be a large prime, q be a prime factor q of p-1,

and g be an element of order q in *
pZ .  Let 1p , 2p , …, np

be the n proxy signers.  Assume that the original signer has

a private key ox  and a public key oy  = oxg  (mod p); and

each proxy signer ip  has a private key ix  and a public

key iy  = ixg  (mod p).  All these public keys are certified

by a CA.  The PGID (Proxy Group ID) which records the
proxy status is defined to be {EM, Time, Group}, where
EM denotes the event mark of the proxy share generation
including the parameters t and n, Time denotes the valid
delegation period, and Group denotes the information
describing the identities of the original signer and the
proxy signers of the group.  A threshold proxy signature
on m is (m, r, PGID, Y, T), which is cooperatively

generated by t out of n proxy signers.  Any verifier can
verify the validity of the threshold proxy signature (m, r,
PGID, Y, T) by checking if the following equation holds:

Tg = ry PGIDrh
o

),([ �
�

n

i
iy

1

)(] mh YY  (mod p).

8.1  Cryptanalysis

Without loss of generality, we assume that 1p  wants to

forge a threshold proxy signature on an arbitrary message
m for an arbitrary proxy group { 1p , 2p , …, np }.  He first

selects three random numbers, r, a and b � qZ , and a

forged PGID.  Then he computes Y= bg  (mod p),

a
n

i
i

PGIDrh
o gyryy 1

2

),(
1 )( �

�

��  (mod p), and T= ah(m)+bY

(mod q).  Finally, he makes a request to CA for updating
his public key with 1y .  Thus (m, r, PGID, Y, T) is a valid

threshold proxy signature because the verification

equation, Tg = ry PGIDrh
o

),([ �
�

n

i
iy

1

)(] mh YY  (mod p), holds.

In addition, the original signer can also forge a valid
threshold proxy signature with respect to an arbitrary
proxy group by updating his own public key, while the
proxy group can not repudiate.  We describe this forgery
as follows:

We assume that the original signer wants to forge a
threshold proxy signature on an arbitrary message m for an
arbitrary proxy group { 1p , 2p , …, np }.  He first selects

three random numbers, r, a and b � qZ , and a forged

PGID.  Then he computes Y= bg  (mod p),

aPGIDrh
n

i
io gyry

1),(

1

)(
�

�

�

��  (mod p), and T=

a�h(r,PGID)�h(m)+b�Y (mod q).  Finally, he makes a

request to CA for updating his public key with 1y .  Thus

(m, r, PGID, Y, T) is a valid threshold proxy signature

because the verification equation, Tg =

ry PGIDrh
o

),([ �
�

n

i
iy

1

)(] mh YY  (mod p), holds.

In the following, we show that a direct forgery by the
original signer can work.  The original signer first selects
two random numbers a and b � qZ , and a forged PGID.

Then he computes Y= ag  (mod p), b
n

i
i gyr 1

1

)( �

�

��  (mod

p), and T= YamhbPGIDrhxo ����� )(]),([ (mod q).

Thus (m, r, PGID, Y, T) is a valid threshold proxy



signature because the verification equation, Tg =

ry PGIDrh
o

),([ �
�

n

i
iy

1

)(] mh YY  (mod p), holds.

8.2  Our Improvement

In this section, we present an improved threshold proxy
signature scheme in order to defeat the above attacks.

Proxy share generation:

Step (I) The original signer randomly selects k
~
� qZ ,

computes r~ = kg
~

 (mod p), and broadcasts r~ .

Step (II) (a) Each proxy signer ip  randomly selects i�

� qZ  and computes ir  = rg i ~�  (mod p).

 (b) Each proxy signer ip  checks whether

ir �
*
pZ .  If this is not true, he goes back to step

(a).  Otherwise, he broadcasts ir .

Step (III) The original signer computes r = i
n
i r1�	 ,

s~ = ),,(1
oo yPGIDrhxn� + k

~
 (mod q), and

broadcasts s~ .

Step (IV) Each proxy signer ip  computes r = i
n
i r1�	  and

checks if the following equation holds:  sg
~

= ry oyPGIDrhn
o

~),,(1�

 (mod p).

If it doesn’t hold, ip  broadcasts an error and

stops.
Each proxy signer ip  computes

is = s~ + i� + ix � ),( iyrh  (mod q).

Step (V) Each proxy signer ip  randomly selects a

polynomial if  of degree t-1 in qZ  such that

if (0) = is .  That is if (x) = is + xai 1, + … +
1

1,
�

�

t
ti xa   (mod q).  Then ip  sends if (j) mod

q to jp  (for 1� j �n and j
i) in a secure

method.  In addition, ip  also broadcasts
1,iag , …, 1, �tiag  [Note that isg doesn’t need to

be broadcasted here because isg  can be

computed by: isg = 1),(~ ~ �ryrg iyrh
ii

s  .  For each

distributed jf (i) (for 1� j �n and j
i), ip  can

verify the validity of jf (i) by checking if the

following equation holds:

)(if jg = 1),(~ ~�ryrg jyrh
jj

s ia jg )( 1,
2

2, )( ia jg ���

1
1, )(

�

�

t
tj iag  (mod p).

If all jf (i) are verified to be legal, each ip

computes ’ix  = �
�

n

j
j if

1

)(  (mod q) as a valid

proxy share.  Let f(x) = �
�

n

j
j xf

1

)(  = �
�

n

j
js

1

+ �
�

n

j
j xa

1
1, )(  + … + �

�

�

�

n

j

t
tj xa

1

1
1, )(  (mod q).

Hence, ’ix = f(i).

Note that in Step (V), if these n proxy signers collude,
they may change the threshold value t into t’.  However,
this collusion is not meaningful because t dishonest proxy
signers can sign any message that they want to sign.

Generation of the proxy signature without revealing
shares :

Without loss of generality, we assume that 1p , …, tp  are

the t proxy signers who want to cooperate to sign a
message m on behalf of the original signer.  Each proxy
signer ip  (1� i �t) randomly selects a polynomial ’if  of

degree t-1 in qZ .  That is ’if (x) = ’0,ia + xai ’1, + … +
1

1, ’ �

�

t
ti xa   (mod q).  Thus ’if (0) = ’0,ia .  Then ip  sends

’if (j) to jp  (for 1� j �t and j
i) in a secure method.  In

addition, ip  also broadcasts ’0,iag , ’1,iag , …, ’1, �tiag .  For

each distributed ’jf (i) (for 1� j �t and j
i), ip  can verify

the validity of ’jf (i) by checking if the following equation

holds:
)(’ if jg = ’0,jag ia jg )( ’1,

2
2, )( ’ ia jg ���

1
1, )( ’ �

�

t
tj iag  (mod p).

If all ’jf (i) are verified to be legal, each ip  computes "ix

= �
�

t

j
j if

1

)(’  (mod q) and Y =�
�

t

j 1

’0,jag  (mod p).

Let ’f (x) =�
�

t

j
j xf

1

)(’  = �
�

t

j
ja

1
0, ’+ �

�

t

j
j xa

1
1, )’( + … +

�
�

�

�

t

j

t
tj xa

1

1
1, )’(   (mod q).  Thus, "ix = ’f (i).  Then each ip

computes iT  = ’ix h(m) + "ix Y  (mod q).  Let "f (x) =

f(x)h(m) + ’f (x)Y .  Hence iT  = "f (i)  (mod q).  Each ip

broadcasts iT .  For each distributed jT  (for 1� j �t and

j
i), ip  can verify the validity of jT  by checking if the

following equation holds:



iTg =[ ��
��

�
n

j

yrh
j

n

j
j

nsn jyrrg
1

),(

1

~~ i
n

j

a jg )(
1

1,

�
�

2
2, )(

1

i
n

j

a jg�
�

���

1
1, )(

1

�

�

�
�

t
tj i

n

j

a
g )(] mh  � [ )(

1

’0,

�
�

t

j

a jg i
t

j

a jg )(
1

’1,

�
�

2
2, )(

1

’ i
t

j

a jg�
�

���

1
1, )(

1

’ �

�

�
�

t
tj i

t

j

a
g Y]  (mod p).

Each ip  computes T = "f (0) = f(0)h(m) + ’f (0)Y  from

jT  (for 1� j �t) by applying Lagrange interpolating

polynomial.  The proxy signature of m is (m, r, PGID, Y,
T).

Verification of the proxy signature:

Because )0(fg (mod p) = 
�
�

n

i
is

g 1  (mod p) =

�
�

��

n

i
iii yrhxsn

g 1

)),((~
�

 (mod p) =

�
�

���

n

i
iiioo yrhxkxyPGIDrh

g 1

)),(
~

(),,( �

(mod p) =

� �
� �

n

i

n

i

yrh
ii

yPGIDrh
o

io yry
1 1

),(),,(  (mod p) =

ry oyPGIDrh
o

),,(
�
�

n

i

yrh
i

iy
1

),(  (mod p), we can use )0(fg  as the

new public key.
Thus verifier can verify the validity of the proxy signature
(m, r, PGID, Y, T) by checking if the following equation

holds: Tg = ry oyPGIDrh
o

),,([ �
�

n

i

yrh
i

iy
1

),( )(] mh YY  (mod p),

where oy  is the original signer’s public key and iy ’s are

the proxy signers’ public keys.

9. A GENERAL APPROACH TO DEFEAT
THE PUBLIC KEY SUBSTITUTION

ATTACK

From Section 2 and 4, we know that both the Sun-Hsieh
proxy signature scheme based on the Mambo-Usuda-
Okamoto scheme and the Mambo-like proxy multi-
signature scheme are only subject to the public key
substitution attack.  In this section, we propose a general
approach to defeat the public key substitution attack
without modifying these two schemes.

It is clear that under the public key substitution attack,
an attacker must update his public key, but the
corresponding private key is unknown to him due to the
difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem.  Therefore we
need a strict CA that can prove the user’s knowledge of the
corresponding private key when a user registers or updates

his public key.  This work may be completed by either
encryption or signature.  For example, the CA selects a
challenge number r, encrypts it with the user’s public key
and sends the ciphertext to the user.  The user must
response r to CA in order to prove that he knows the
corresponding private key.  On the other hand, the CA
may request the user to sign a challenge number r, and
then check the validity of the signature on r with the user’s
public key.

10.  CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown that some proxy signature,
proxy multi-signature, and threshold proxy signature
schemes are vulnerable to the public key substitution
attack and/or the direct forgery.  The improved versions of
these schemes are proposed to defeat these attacks.  Due to
the limit of space, we omit the security analysis of these
improved schemes.  The detailed analysis for these
improved versions are given in the full version of this
paper.
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